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The digital transformation of society  
- and what it could mean for cities and construction 
How will the construction industry transform  
itself to deal with increasingly exponential  
technological change? Automation, digitization,  
smart cities, robots…beyond  GDP? 



What I do, and why I am here



Rapid digital transformation in all industries - media was only the beginning!
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Moore’s law. Metcalf’s law. Kurzweil’s law.



The key opportunities are happening in the gap between linear and exponential

Image via the book ‘Exponential Organization’ 



The rise of cities in driving transformation



http://www.businessinsider.com/the-18-most-innovative-cities-on-earth-2014-8?op=1



Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/
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http://dupress.com/articles/from-exponential-technologies-to-exponential-innovation/

Exponential changes in every aspect of our lives: VUCA is the default



Fast erosion of incumbents’ roles due to technology



‘Digitally contestable businesses’ must innovate 
rapidly or face demise due to loss of relevance



Online       ☯      Offline
Human      ☯      Machine

Internet (1)  ☯   I.o.Things /M2M
Products    ☯    Services



We are heading towards total digitisation…
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Business Intelligence goes real-time, real-place, social, predictive



Cloud-based intelligence will be the new normal
Volvo’s self-parking car, via Youtube



Physical ☯ Digital



Dramatic impact on: 
•where / how people live 
•if and how they work 
•what they earn 
•how much they work 
•where they need to go

MOBILE SOCIAL M2M IOT/IOE BIG DATA AI ROBOTICS



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

“Software is eating the world” *Marc Andreessen

➲ ➲ ➲



A world where human-machine ‘relations’ are rapidly redefined





http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/

“Machines are for answers, humans are for questions” Kevin Kelly

*Kevin Kelly



 Interface (r)evolutions: re-booting human-machine interactions
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Yet, technology-fatique is also becoming a big factor

http://mashable.com/2013/11/28/21st-century-thanksgiving/
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Experience Society…?



The re-invention of ‘seeing things’ (modelling X.0)

Source: globaltrends.com via Slideshare 
Strategy Dynamics

http://globaltrends.com


MagicLeap

2020: Augmented and Virtual Reality…as common as Skype



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things





The Internet of Things will vastly change our cities, buildings, construction, transportation…



3D print Canalhouse in Amsterdam

Printing buildings…?



Anything that can be digitised and / or automated, will be…yet the 
value of actual experiences, embodiments, humanness will increase 



An extreme make-over of our society is in-progress



An extreme make-over of our society is in-progress



The future: hyper-collaboration not hyper-competition



A good digital transformation example: FutureHome.no

http://FutureHome.no


Digital transformation of society

Transformation of the Ecosystem: 
towards an interdependent world



Digital transformation of society

Transformation of the Ecosystem: 
towards an interdependent world



Unilever Sustainable Living Plan

‘Sustainable’ is the new profitable

A serious change of plan: sustainable capitalism 



“Sustainable” will soon become the default requirement for everything,  
                         everywhere: cities, construction, transportation, food….

http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2012/06/25/view-rio-3-minutes-or-less

http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2012/06/25/view-rio-3-minutes-or-less


Image via  http://open-sustainability.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development

http://open-sustainability.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development


Jeremy Rifkin and the 3 ‘Internets’ i.e. the IoE: 
Communications, Energy, Transport and Logistics

“The Communication Internet is converging 
with an embryonic Energy Internet and 
Logistics Internet to create a new technology 
platform -- the Internet of Things (IoT) -- that 
connects everything and everyone”



Ecosystem thinking - the decline of ‘Egosystems’



The re-design of energy and rise of ‘intelligent efficiency’



Cradle to Cradle (Circular) | Collaborative Consumption | Sharing Economy
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Zero-Thinking, Triple Bottom Line and Generation ‘Re’



The ‘sharing economy’ is becoming a key societal ingredient



Collaborative Consumption: from ownership to access



*very much 
subject to 

cultural context



The sharing economy - what will this mean for architects, builders, cities?



Photo by See-ming Lee 李思明 SML - http://flic.kr/p/4gVLFZ

Smaller 
Lighter 
Faster 

Cleaner

http://flic.kr/p/4gVLFZ


A digitally-native trend: Asset-light lifestyles - small is the new cool (*in Norway??)



Photo by matt_stanford - http://flic.kr/p/8kc4fr

The coming transportation & mobility (r)evolution

http://flic.kr/p/8kc4fr


Automation, Robots, Digital Helpers, Smart Software Agents

Amelia personal digital assistant



Via Pew Research on Facebook



Mission Impossible: beating machines at ‘machine work’



Analog or semi-
digital society

Fully Networked and 
Digital Society
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Wire-framing the preferred future: so…what to do next?



1) Get ready for the new default: responsible, sustainable, and regenerative



2) Expect ‘exponential and combinatorial’



3. If your business is ‘digitally contestable’ start convergent, digitally native initiatives 
4. Software is eating the world, but human experiences will still trump all else 
5. Get ready for the reinvention of how we plan and model, see and experience things 
6. Investigate the Internet of Things (M2M, IoE) and what it could do for you 
7. Leave silos behind: everything is inter-connected now! 
8. If and when ‘sustainable becomes the new profitable’, what will that mean for your 

business?  How will you define success if and when ‘sustainable capitalism’ and 
the ‘triple bottom line society’ becomes real? 

9. Practice circular thinking and get ready for zero-approaches: from ego to eco:) 

Summary… continued
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Thanks for listening!

futuristgerd.com  gerdtube.com thefutureshow.tv 

http://futuristgerd.com
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